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What should the spatial organization of a landscape gem look like if that gem is to be, taking into account 

present needs, collectively developed for the future, while safeguarding environmental friendliness and 

economic, social and creative sustainability? 

 

 

 

Fig. 1: The area subject to the competition – THE SUNNY ISLAND OF LINSENDORF (SONNENINSEL LINSENDORF): Development 
and consideration areas. Source: www.linsendorfersee.at. 
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1. Tasks 

1.1. General tasks and objectives 

The Sunny Island of Linsendorf has a land area of 170,000 square metres and is located in the 
municipality of Gallizien in Austria’s province of Carinthia, between the river Drava’s main and side 
branches. Gallizien is one of 14 member communities of the cross-border Karawanken UNESCO Global 
Geopark, designated in an old mining region located on both sides of the Austrian-Slovenian border.  

The objective of the competition is to produce a flagship project that will highlight the region, both 
nationally and internationally, and fit with the mission of the Karawanken/Karavanke UNESCO Global 
Geopark, the Carinthian tourism strategy as well as climate protection goals. The project should 
transform the relationship between people and the environment and preserve, intensify and share the 
beauty of local nature. 

We are looking for visionary ideas with long-term feasibility that will serve as models for future 
developments. The competition should provide the initial impulse for a continuous dynamic process of 
careful economic and touristic development of the landscape gem of Linsendorf.  

High-level objectives: 

• Sustainability and care – preserving natural resources and landscape, protecting environmentally 
meaningful habitats and pioneer careful economic and touristic development  

• Regionality – strengthening the position of the region, fostering cross-border cooperation and 
development, improving competitiveness through green jobs, education and tourism. 

• Innovation – implementing new multifunctionality concepts for special experience and recreation in 
areas such as housing, tourism, leisure, sports, agriculture, art, culture, education, alternative energy 
generation and sustainable mobility. 

The competition’s contents and objectives are integrated into an upstream interdisciplinary co-design 
process involving various stakeholders from areas including public administration, politics, 
environmental protection and research. 

1.2. What is the Karawanken UNESCO Global Geopark? 

“Single, unified geographical areas where sites and landscapes of international geological significance 
are managed with a holistic concept of protection, education and sustainable development.  A geopark 
is clearly delineated in terms of space but it is not a category in the realm of preservation; rather it is a 
quality label that provides opportunities for a region to raise its profile instead of imposing restrictions." 

With an immense variety, an enormous quality and an overall uniqueness of geotopes, the geopark 
predicate is not only a quality label attached to important landscapes, but a fusion between a learning 
site, a natural and cultural monument and a special experience. A geopark develops, experiments with, 
expands and improves methods of preserving the geological heritage. It plays an active role in the 
economic and touristic development of the region. A geopark thus directly affects its region, its 
population and their living conditions as well as the environment as such. The local population should 
have the opportunity to learn about the value of the geological heritage and to actively participate in 
strengthening the region as a whole. 
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European geoparks are organized within a network and are committed to mutual cohesion. They 
cooperate with each other and with local businesses and population.  

See https://www.geopark-karawanken.at/lernort-geopark/ 

 

The Karawanken/Karavanke UNESCO Global Geopark is a geopark that stretches along both sides of the 
main ridge of the Karawanks in a traditional mining region located on both sides of the Austrian-
Slovenian border. The geopark is wedged between two Alpine peaks, Petzen and Koschuta, and has, 
given its position between the Alps and Dinarides, a rich and diverse geology. Its varied landscape is 
characterized by an exceptionally high biodiversity and is home to a great variety of species. 
Administratively, the geopark comprises 14 municipalities with a total population of about 53,000. The 
mission of the Karawanken Geopark is to: 

• raise awareness / provide education / promote the geopark 

• preserve natural resources 

• economically exploit the geopark 

• facilitate cross-border cooperation and regional development / regional policy implementation 

The mission and principles of the Geopark have been and are being integrated into regional 
development strategies, such as the Lake Klopein / South Carinthia tourism region strategy, of which 
Linsendorf and the municipality of Gallizien are a part.  

https://www.geopark-karawanken.at/ueber-uns/ 

https://www.geopark-karawanken.at/fauna-flora/ 

https://www.klopeinersee.at/ 
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1.3. Areas subject to the competition 

1.3.1. Location and transport links 

  
Fig. 2: Location of the SUNNY ISLAND OF LINSENDORF. Map by: adasca.  

The SUNNY ISLAND OF LINSENDORF is located in the municipality of Gallizien in the district of 
Völkermarkt in southern Carinthia, Austria, between Lake Klopein and the Carnica region and is part of 
the cross-border Karawanken/Karavanke UNESCO Geopark. The island lies very close to Slovenia and 
Italy, which is noticeable both in its geography and culture (Fig. 2). 

The island’s location between the Drava’s current main branch and its original riverbed resulted from 
channelling the main branch during the construction of the Annabrücke Hydroelectric Power Station at 
the end of the 1970s. Although a part of the Drava’s original riverbed was preserved, its main branch 
was straightened to better harness the power of its water for energy generation. The builders were 
probably unaware of what breath-taking beauty they would create. The result is a unique cultural 
landscape, made up of almost untouched dry and riparian forests as well as dry meadows with low 
intensity use, set within scenically diverse surroundings. Its tranquillity, pristine nature, natural bathing 
sites with drinking quality water and clean air make Linsendorf an attractive place for all people who 
enjoy the outdoors. 

Accessibility / transport links 

Linsendorf is best reached by car: from the north by taking the A2 motorway up to the Grafenstein exit 
and then taking the L107 road through Grafenstein. The turn to Linsendorf at Draubrücke Moos and the 
Gasthof Annabrücke Inn is marked with a sign. 

From Ljubljana it is best to travel through Ferlach; from Maribor and Zagreb through Dravograd. 
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Linsendorf is not directly accessible by public transport. The nearest train station is located in 
Grafenstein. A high speed train connection between Wien/Graz and Klagenfurt/Villach shall be put into 
operation at the end of 2025. 
https://infrastruktur.oebb.at/de/projekte-fuer-oesterreich/bahnstrecken/suedstrecke-wien-
villach/koralmbahn 
Regional bus lines (54 and 5356) from Klagenfurt are available at irregular intervals. The nearest bus 
stop is about 2.4 km away from Linsendorf. 

The Drava Cycle Path, which passes directly by Linsendorf, is a 510 km long cross-border cycle path that 
runs from Toblach in South Tyrol (Italy) through East Tyrol and Carinthia to Varazdin and back across the 
Slovenian-Croatian border.  

 
Fig. 3: Location of the SUNNY ISLAND OF LINSENDORF. Holiday homes are not included in the picture. Source: 
https://www.ferienhausmarkt.com/26431/. 

1.3.2. Infrastructure 

• The main river branch and the oxbow lake around the island are power plant water storage areas. 
The weir is located about 1.2 kilometres to the southeast of the village. 

• A 110 KV high-voltage power line runs from the southeast corner of the development area across the 
island. Building restrictions apply for this area. Safety clearances for buildings need to be agreed 
individually with the power line operator depending on their height. For the purposes of this 
competition, it is assumed that no buildings may be erected in the entire area below the power line, 
including a four metre (4 m) side clearance. 
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• The village of Linsendorf is fully serviced by utilities: public sewerage, water supply, electricity and 
access to telecommunication connectivity are all available. No utility connections are available 
outside the village. 

• The municipality of Gallizien maintains a river bathing site in the original riverbed (which includes a 
bathing platform and a sunbathing lawn) and a car park at the road in the eastern part of the island. 
The municipality considers setting up an adjacent campsite to provide overnight accommodation, 
especially for users of the Drava Cycle Path. 

• Villagers maintain a private bathing site for their own use directly adjacent to the village at the east 
side of the island. 

• The natural bathing site located at the northern tip of the island, with an islet off its coast is privately 
owned by the organizer of the competition. 

• The nearest local shops are available in Gallizien, about 5 km away. There are also several restaurants 
and farm gate points of sale in the vicinity. 

• A deep borehole with a diameter of 30 cm was drilled to a depth of 700 metres to investigate the 
subsoil. Water was found at a depth of 50 metres. The location of the borehole is shown on the site 
plan (Fig. 9: The area subject to the competition: Development areas 1,2,3 and the consideration 
area. The red arrow marks the borehole. Map by: adasca.Fig. 9).  

1.3.3. Village amenities and their current use 

   

Fig. 4: Cider tavern – Drava Cycle Path – apple garden. Source: www.linsendorf.at. 

The small village of Linsendorf was originally a hamlet. It had a few rural farmsteads, which are now only 
used for residential purposes. Currently, with a few private houses, a family-run cider tavern, a couple 
of holiday bungalows / second homes and an apple garden, Linsendorf remains relatively undeveloped 
for tourism. Its pure air, pleasant tranquillity and the feel of the nature around are only known to a 
handful of insiders. The place is mostly frequented by locals, a few solitary and silent fishermen and 
cyclists who might stop for a break along the Drava Cycle Path. Only this has made it possible for the 
shores, forests and meadows to preserve their biodiversity. Only this has made it possible for the water 
to retain its drinking quality. 

Plassniggkreuz, a 19th century wayside shrine, can be found in the forest in the southern part of the 
SUNNY ISLAND OF LINSENDORF. Before the water storage area was expanded, a path, connecting 
Linsendorf with the southwest, led past it (Fig. 5). 

“Stadel”, a vacant barn in the village centre, is an integral part of Linsendorf’s settlement structure as 
well as of the area designated for development. There are currently no specific plans for what to do 
with this building. Ideas and concepts concerning its continued use and inclusion in the site’s overall 
concept and its future use are a welcome, though not an obligatory, part of entries (Fig. 6). 
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Fig. 5: The Plassniggkreuz wayside shrine. More information at: http://www.kleindenkmaeler.at/detail/plassniggkreuz; 
Photograph by: adasca. 

 
Fig. 6: “Stadel" on the inside. Photograph by: adasca. 

A number of holiday apartments owned by a power station company used by its employees built in the 
80´s are part of the village. Eight wooden bungalows were built in 2021 as second homes and holiday 
apartments in their immediate vicinity. The plan is to build eight more units.  

 
Fig. 7: Wooden bungalows, linsendorfersee.at. 
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1.3.4. Ecology and biodiversity 

 
Fig. 8: Conservation status of biotope types, adapted from Chr. Keusch, Vegetationskartierung [Vegetation mapping]. 

The Sunny Island of Linsendorf as the entire area of the Karawanken/Karavanke UNESCO Global Geopark 
is characterized by a high level of biodiversity. In the run-up to the competition, a vegetation mapping 
was carried out to survey plant diversity, taking stock of individual biotope types and plants in the area 
designated for development. Even though the area subject to the competition is not a designated 
protected area, it features rare and vulnerable biotope types and plant species, some of which are 
already endangered. At the same time, invasive neophytes that threaten to displace the surrounding 
biotopes are rapidly spreading on some plots.  

The expert opinion, including overall plans, is part of the competition documents. 

(Vegetationskartierung.pdf) 

1.4. Objectives and requirements 

Given the objectives of economic and touristic development of the region enshrined in the UNESCO 
Global Geopark quality label, we are looking for ideas for the use of and for related proposals for spatial 
and constructional solutions for the Sunny Island of Linsendorf. The objective is its environmentally, 
economically, socially and creatively sustainable development into a multifunctional liveable residential, 
economic and leisure area. To this end, we are calling for proposals for future ways to spatially structure 
the landscape into open, usable and protected areas, pathways and networks as well as for proposals 
for specific structures and buildings. Concepts and ideas for energy supply facilities (with “energy self-
sufficiency” as the motto) and their location are also welcome. 
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The goal is to set up a flagship project that breaks new ground and adheres to the basic principles of 
sustainability, regionality and innovation, described in chapter 1.1. While the project should 
fundamentally be a visionary one, it should still approach the location’s identity with sensitivity and care 
and take into account the specific atmosphere and characteristics of the Sunny Island of Linsendorf 
when proposing new uses. The objective is definitely not to maximize the area and the volume. Instead, 
it consists in finding harmony between the existing and the new, between people and nature suitably 
integrating the development into the regional context to boost its profile.  

Not all the points formulated here need to be fully addressed. The overall concept needs to be 
coherently presented, but apart from it, it is absolutely acceptable to focus on specific items and to 
elaborate these in detail. 

1.4.1. Structure of the area subject to the competition and spatial organization objectives 

 
Fig. 9: The area subject to the competition: Development areas 1,2,3 and the consideration area. The red arrow marks the 
borehole. Map by: adasca.  

The area subject to competition is divided into two sub-areas: the development area and the 
consideration area, see Fig. 9. 

Possible locations of access routes for motor and non-motor vehicles have already been defined as 
shown in Figure 8. The municipal bathing site and the campsite have their own driveway and car park 
outside of the Development area. Development areas should be developed as traffic-calmed / non-
motorized as possible. No further public motor roads are planned. 

Development area 1 will, to the west, adjoin eight holiday homes (wooden bungalows) and, to the north, 
a further development already planned next to the apple garden. 
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The development area also includes the apple garden (Development area 2) and the barn (Development 
area 3). The apple garden is suitable for activities such as glamping (short for “glamorous camping”). 
The consideration area includes the development areas, their adjoining areas as well as forest and shore 
zones (Fig. 9: The area subject to the competition: Development areas 1,2,3 and the consideration area. 
The red arrow marks the borehole. Map by: adasca.). 

Proposals should, as a matter of importance, clearly visualize the way in which the necessary 
harmonization of the subareas with each other is to be achieved. Designated areas, such as the plots 
for the holiday homes, are to be interconnected and activated, for example by building trails and paths. 
Particular care needs to be taken to preserve the landscape’s qualities and environmentally sensitive 
areas. 

Paths and dedicated zones as well as their integration with future uses, the landscape and energy 
generation are thus to be a major theme for proposals concerning both the development area and the 
consideration areas.  

One of the main objectives is to integrate the holiday homes into the development area in such a way 
that they provide added value to the further development of the island. The holiday homes should in 
no way be seen as an isolated system with their own parking facilities: the bungalows are located in an 
area that should connect and link, and not separate, the old village centre and the new uses. 

One of the challenges posed by the competition is creating a pedestrian connection – that will go beyond 
building a mere physical link – between the three development areas / the newly created functions and 
the existing ones.  

1.4.2. Mixed use 

The current uses are to be expanded and supplemented by a usage mixture compatible with the 
landscape and environment (leisure and holiday, recreation, special experience, exploration, learning 
and enjoyment), explicitly in keeping with the objectives of the Global Geopark. What is needed is not 
just a juxtaposition of different functions and users but a lively, interconnection and overlap between 
different uses and activities that pays due attention to context. 

A non-exhaustive list of themes that can be addressed: 

- Recreation and leisure structures in the context of sustainability and innovation, which are in line with 
the priorities of the Karawanken UNESCO Global Geopark, the Kärnten-Rad [Carinthia by Bike] regional 
tourism strategy, the Natur-Aktiv principle, the culinary initiative and Special Lake Experience strategy 

- Special experience as a significant factor: an island offering special experience to visitors and locals 
across generations 

- Highlighting the elements water, earth, meadows, forests, air and making them to spaces of special 
experience 

- Sustainable, innovative, and high-quality accommodation architecture (e.g. high-end simplicity, 
conscious minimalism, without compromising on maximum comfort) 

- Bathing in the river in a well-tended and natural environment with sanitary and changing facilities, 
bridge to the island, access to the water  

- Smart and innovative combination of nature, architecture, regional cuisine with focus on local 
products 
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- Board and gastronomy, taking into consideration the existing cider tavern 

- Sale of local products 

- Training, learning, seminars 

- Art and culture  

- The apple garden and the meadows as a subject topic 

- Fitness and sports activities in water and on land, integrated with the landscape and in harmony with 
nature 

- Paths and trails as spaces of special experience and activity (fitness, educational and adventure trails) 

- Energy generation and supply, energy self-sufficiency 

1.4.3. The “Stadel” barn as a space of possibilities  

The “Stadel” barn, one of the few reminders of the village's agricultural history, is located in the centre 
of the village and could become a connection between the new and the old. Its inclusion in the overall 
concept is desirable but not obligatory. If it is included, local and regional needs and opportunities 
should not be completely disregarded in your search for ideas. There is no specific set of requirements 
/ space and function programme that needs to be adhered to. A complete redesign of the area, including 
demolition, is also an option. 

The space under the roof of the “Stadel” barn may serve various uses. However, it should first and 
foremost generate added value for the neighbourhood: environmentally, socially, economically and 
creatively. 

The “Stadel” barn’s open and unshaded location lends itself for the use of solar energy and this 
opportunity should be exploited. Renewable sources could also generate heat and power beyond what 
is needed for subsistence.  

1.4.4. Environmental requirements and objectives 

The objective is to develop a spatial organization which, while providing optimum functionality, requires 
minimal resources and energy and has a minimal impact on the natural environment and biodiversity. 
Energy consumption, emissions and waste also need to be minimized.  

1.4.5. Energy and technology 

Deployment of alternative energy sources and use of innovative climate technologies are imperative 
these days to address climate change, including in areas set within a sensitive landscape. The SUNNY 
ISLAND OF LINSENDORF could even be developed as a “zero emission site” by focusing on energy 
generation from suitably positioned and spatially implemented renewable sources. 

Nevertheless, the general character of the landscape should be preserved in any case and interference 
with the ecosystem should kept to a minimum. What is needed, therefore, are smart and sensitive 
spatial and technological solutions that resolve any existing conflicts instead of creating new ones. 
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1.5. Factors to be considered in the design  

The following list only provides some examples and is not exhaustive. 

o Factors related to the natural environment:  

• topography, soil conditions, groundwater level 

• biodiversity / natural biotopes – flora and fauna 

• climate, sunlight, shading, wind conditions 

 

o Factors related to functionality:  

• accessibility  

• infrastructure network and compulsory allotments  

• location, layout and space requirements of existing functions and uses 

• supply and waste management / infrastructure 

• pollution control  

• green corridors, green ways  

 

o Factors related to the village and landscape character:  

• dominants, buildings and landscape features, silhouettes 

• visual relations  

• spatial (including landscape) shaping 

• breakdown into areas: axes and networks (logic of the structure), unobstructed views, (line – area 

– point) densification zones, connections and divisions / borders 

 

o Factors related to technology:  

• transport and mobility: capacity of the existing transport network, traffic volume, road hierarchy, 

accessibility by public transport, soft forms of mobility  

• technological infrastructure – supply and waste management (dimension, capacity): sewerage, 

electricity, telecommunications, water supply, recyclable and residual materials (waste), etc. 

 

o Pollution:  

• sound propagation and shielding, emissions, waste, etc.  

• high-voltage line clearance zone 
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2. Procedural provisions 

2.1. Awarding entity and competition management 

The awarding entity is the owner of the property that is subject to the competition  

Kandussi Holding GmbH, Altglandorf 22, A-9300 St. Veit/Glan 

represented by the project manager MMag. Romana Candussi (Ms).  

Legal support for the competition is provided by Dr. Laura Weitgasser-Gumpp (Ms). 

 

The content of the competition is the responsibility of adasca e.U., the agency for spatial and urban 
planning | urban research, represented by DI Dr. Sanela Pansinger (Ms). 

 

Questions  
May be directed to the email address: linsendorf@adasca.at 

 

All the documents related to the competition and information on its current status and results 
are available at: 

www.linsendorfersee.at/Wettbewerb 

and presented in a comprehensible way. 

2.2. Nature and subject-matter of the procedure 

The international call for ideas “The Sunny Island of Linsendorf” will be held as a single-stage, 
anonymous student competition for which any recourse to courts of law is excluded. 

The contents of the call are the results of an upstream co-design process involving actors at different 
levels:  

 project and implementation 

 knowledge (research, teaching, innovation) and communication 

 policy, administration and financing 
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2.3. Dates 

Publication of the competition documents:  17.01.2022 
 online at: www.linsendorfersee.at 
 
Deadline for submission of written questions: 31.03.2022; questions to be directed to:  
 office@adasca.at 
 
Deadline for provision of answers: 15.04.2022  
 
Deadline for submission of competition entries by:  04.07.2022 
 
Preliminary examination of the submitted entries: July 2022 
 
Meeting of the jury:  July 2022 
 
Award ceremony and exhibition opening:  September 2022 
 
Publication of the competition results: September 2022  
 
The dates are provisional and may be changed at the discretion of the awarding entity. 
However, updated information is available at any time at http://www.linsendorfersee.at/Wettbewerb. 

2.4. Eligible participants 

We welcome entries from students and (interdisciplinary) student teams from all fields of study, capable 
of coming up with constructive development contributions addressing the questions set by the 
competition concerning architecture, landscape planning and landscape architecture, spatial and urban 
planning, geography, etc.  

We also explicitly welcome entries from universities and study programmes wishing to include the 
competition in their semester courses! 

The competition is open to universities, colleges and polytechnics / universities of applied sciences with 
university status in Austria and Europe. 

Individuals and members of groups wishing to participate must prove their student status by providing 
certificates of enrolment or transcripts of records for the current semester or academic year. 

2.4.1. Statement of authorship 

Individuals wishing to participate need to sign legally binding statements of authorship (Form_VE.pdf). 
All parties that have provided substantial contribution to the intellectual content must be listed. 
Individuals wishing to participate confirm with their signatures that they are the intellectual authors of 
the competition entries and that they are entitled to participate in accordance with the competition 
criteria. A confirmation that competition entries have not yet been published in any context is also 
required. With their signature, authors give their express permission for their competition entries to be 
used in publications and for exhibition purposes, provided that the authors are named. 
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2.4.2. Eligibility for participation and grounds for exclusion: 

Only students and groups of students are eligible to participate. All group members must prove their 
student status. Projects for which no complete proof of enrolment for the current semester or academic 
year has been provided will be excluded in any case. 

We will evaluate all entries which 

 meet the formal criteria  

 correspond in essential parts to the required scope 

 have been received in time 

 show no breach of the principle of anonymity  

 

Eligibility will be determined by the jury. 

By submitting their competition entries, individuals wishing to participate accept all the procedural 
provisions. 

2.5. Procedural rules 

These procedural rules and all the documents made available through the competition portal in the 
course of the competition provide the legal basis for the competition. 

The competition call is published in German and English. Competition entries may be submitted in 
German and English.  

The decisions of the jury are incontestable. 

2.6. Prize money 

Prize money of € 9,000 is available for the competition. This sum is tentatively broken down as follows:  

First prize:  € 3,500 

Second prize:  € 2,500 

Third prize:  € 1,500 

Three recognitions of € 500 each 

The jury reserves the right to change the breakdown of the prize money. 
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2.7. Jury 

The jury is composed of the following members: 

 

Helmut Candussi, awarding entity    Replacement: Romana Candussi 

Gerhard Hartmann, Karavanke UNESCO Global Geopark   Replacement: Suzana Fajmut Štrucl 

Andreas Voigt, Prof. for Village and Urban Renewal, TU Wien  Replacement: To be announced 

To be announced, landscape architect    Replacement: To be announced 

Hannes Mak, Mayor of the municipality of Gallizien  Replacement: Silke Setz 

Nadine Schneeberger, Province of Carinthia   Replacement: Michael Angermann 

Sanela Pansinger, architect and urban planner, adasca  Replacement: Ida Pirstinger 

Additional individuals without voting rights may be called in as advisors. 

2.8. Preliminary examination  

The form and content of the entries submitted will be examined. The preliminary examination is 
conducted by adasca e.U. in cooperation with the awarding entity.  

2.9. Evaluation criteria 

- Overall idea for visionary open space planning (landscape and development) 

- Special, functional and landscaping structure, inclusion, dimension of scale  

- Functional innovation and quality  

- Creative quality (distinctive and sustainable spatial organization)  

- Orientation, traffic solutions and paths design 

- Social and special quality (infrastructure, quality of stay etc.)  

- Environmental quality (ecology, energy, sustainability, etc.)  

- Energy concept 

- Medium and longer-term scale of realization and impact 

- Integration into the Geopark’s strategies and regional strategies 

The sequence of the criteria listed above doesn’t correlate its weighting. 
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2.10. Competition documents 

All competition documents are published at: http://www.linsendorfersee.at/Wettbewerb 

They can be freely accessed at any time. The following documents are available for DOWNLOAD in 
German and English: 

 

TASKS AND PROCEDURAL PROVISIONS: 

- TaP_Linsendorf_en.pdf 

APPLICATION FORM: 

Formulare_Forms 

- Form_VE.pdf: authorship statement and identification 

DOCUMENTS RELEVANT FOR DESIGN: 

CAD: 

- Lageplan_SitePlan.pln, Lageplan_SitePlan.dwg, Lageplan_SitePlan.pdf  

- Orthophoto.tif 

- Digitales Geländemodell_DigitalTerrainModel 

- HolidayHomes2.pdf 

Biotopkartierung _BiotopeMapping 

- Bericht_Report 

- Biotoptypen_BiotopeTypes.jpg 

- Gefaehrdung_Endangerment.png 

Fotodokumentation | Photos 

All documents provided are exclusively for the creation of the competition entries and may not be used 
for any other purposes. 

2.11. Questions 

Written questions regarding the competition may be submitted by email with the subject “Rückfragen 
Wettbewerb Sonneninsel Linsendorf” [Questions regarding the competition “The Sunny Island of 
Linsendorf”]” by 31 March 2022.  

The questions are to be directed to the following email address:  

linsendorf@adasca.at  

Answers to questions will be provided in writing. A compilation of all the submitted questions and the 
answers provided will be made available to all participants by 15 April 2022. The answers shall become 
part of the call.  
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2.12. Documents to be submitted 

A. A0 PRESENTATION POSTERS:  

The project is to be presented on a maximum of two DIN A0 portrait format (84 cm / 120 cm) posters 
and is to be handed in rolled. In order to enable a clear evaluation of the project and its integration into 
the landscape, the poster should, in line with the evaluation criteria, contain the following information, 
as far as it is necessary for gaining an understanding of the project. The specified scale ratios should be 
adhered to as far as possible. 

 Overall concept  

The basic visionary idea for the area subject to the competition in relation to regionality and 
surroundings, with details regarding the usage mixture and key buildings, as well as schematic mobility 
(access, parking and forms of mobility) and energy concepts. The type of presentation may be freely 
selected.  

 Spatial organization concept – site plan, north-oriented, scale 1:2000 

Presentation of the usage, structures, buildings and open spaces, including description of their 
connection to general infrastructure, integration as well as visual and pedestrian connection with the 
surroundings. 

 Key structures and facilities 

Floor plans (scale 1:500 to 1:100 as needed) 

Presentation of key buildings’ ground floors with adjacent open spaces, entrances and exits, adjacent 
access routes and squares. 

Systems floor plans and cross-sections (scale 1:500 to 1:100) 

Systems floor plans of all floor levels with presentation of the distribution of uses, access zones and 
open areas as well as systems sections with integrated landscape. 

Views, scales 1:500 to 1:100, to the extent this is necessary to gain an understanding 

 Presentation of your own choice  

Supplementary diagrams, concept presentations, short descriptions to illustrate and further explain the 
concepts, ideas and to provide more context 

 Representative and meaningful perspective drawings  

At least two of your own choice, using any technique (sketch, collage, rendering, ...)  

 Detailed project description  

With regard to the evaluation criteria (a maximum of two DIN A4 pages) 
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B. STATEMENTS OF AUTHORSHIP AND IDENTIFICATION; PROOF OF STUDENT STATUS 

The application form (Form_VE.pdf: authorship statement and identification) is available at: 

 www.linsendorfersee.at/Wettbewerb and must be completely filled out, legible and signed.  

All individuals and members of groups wishing to participate must prove their student status by 
providing certificates of enrolment or transcripts of records for the current semester or academic year.  

The application forms and student status proofs for each project are to be handed in a closed opaque 
envelope marked with the project title and a six-digit identification number.  

 

C. ELECTRONIC STORAGE MEDIA: CD-ROM/DVD, USB STICK: 

In addition to the above, the following items need to be provided in digital format:  

 required deliverables are to be submitted as CAD files in DWG or DXF format with layer structure 

specification 

 presentation plans are to be submitted as PDF file(s) in a resolution of at least 300dpi 

 all individual maps and plans are to be submitted as PDF or JPG files  
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2.13. Formal requirements and labelling 

The project title must be included in the upper left-hand corner of all documents. In order to preserve 
anonymity, no references to the individual or to the institution submitting the entry are allowed on the 
documents. Instead, all documents must be marked in the top right-hand corner with a six-digit code of 
your own choice (with a maximum height of 1 cm). 

2.14. Submission of competition entries  

In order to preserve anonymity, competition entries must be submitted sealed and must not contain 
any reference to the sender or the authors and must only be marked with the identification number. If 
postal services are used for delivery, the address of the addressee must be filled in as the sender.  

Competition entries must be complete and dispatched, free of charge to the awarding entity, no later 
than 4 July 2022 (postmark) or must be delivered to the site by 17:00.  

The entries are to be delivered to:  

Kandussi Holding GmbH, Altglandorf 22, A - 9300 St Veit/Glan  

The awarding entity will handle submitted entries with utmost care, but kindly asks for your 
understanding that it cannot assume liability for any damage to submitted entries or parts thereof, 
irrespective of its cause. 

2.15. Notification of the competition results  

All participants will be notified of the result of the procedure after the jury meeting. The jury will draw 
up a final summary of the results including the evaluation of the individual designs.  

2.15.1. EXHIBITION AND OFFICIAL AWARD CEREMONY 

The result of the competition will be announced in an official award ceremony held at the opening of 
an exhibition of the submitted entries. 

The exhibition is expected to last for at least one week. 

2.15.2. PUBLICATION OF THE COMPETITION RESULTS 

All competition entries and the final summary drawn up by the jury will be published online at: 
www.linsendorfersee.at/Wettbewerb 
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2.16. RETURN OF COMPETITION ENTRIES 

Submitted documents become the property of the awarding entity and will not be returned. 

2.17. PROPERTY AND COPYRIGHT 

Upon participation in the competition, the material property rights to any designs and other forms of 
competition entries are deemed transferred to the awarding entity free of charge. 

The intellectual property rights (copyright) to the submitted projects (designs, sketches, models and 
other documents) remain with their authors. 

The awarding entity receives the right to use ideas from awarded entries. There is no obligation of 
implementation. Ideas from non-awarded entries can be used by the awarding entity based on separate 
agreements. 
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